Persyst Mobile – Instructions

1. Access Neurotech’s Physician’s Portal. Google Chrome is the preferred browser. However, you
may use Firefox or Microsoft Edge.
2. From Physician Portal, click on Green Square icon to review the EEG in Persyst Mobile.
3. TIME/DATE. Scrolling through EEG.
Date and Time information is located on the bottom of EEG page. To scroll through Original
EEG use arrows below the timeline or keyboard arrows. Left/right/up/down.

VC ON
4. VIRTUAL CLIPPING - To scroll through the clipped file only- (selected events and samples)
turn on Virtual Clipping (VC) Otherwise, keep this turned off.

5. REVIEW TOOLS- Video viewer, Comments/Events, Filters and EEG settings are located on
top, right corner of the page.
Comments/Events Print/pdf / Spilt Screen Settings Video Comment

6. EEG SETTINGS- To adjust filters, choose montages, turn grid on/off-click on EEG Settings (gears)
There are 2 windows to choose from – Waveform settings

and Display settings-

COMMENT AND EVENTS -click on Comment-Filters to see the list of seizures, patient
events, tech events, awake and sleep samples.
Side panel on/off

Clicking on any Comment/Event will take the reader to the EEG page corresponding with the
comment/event.
The Side Panel button moves the EEG to the right and left in order to expand the EEG to the full page or
move the EEG to the left so the comments do not cover the EEG when open.
Clear filter and search by a single comment type such as “Patient Event” or “@Spike” to sort by that type.
Type search phrase **Note search phrase must be exact.**
7. ANNOTATIONS AND COMMENTS- click on comment icon, type annotation and click on +
to make annotation on EEG. For duration annotations use <-> icon

8. USER SETTINGS – 3 Menus: Patients, EEG and Trends. All are indicated with a cogwheel
Click on the cogwheel in Patients, Trends or EEG settings to adjust them further.

User Settings under Patients allow to further customize keyboards shortcuts, montage selection, colors,
choose a display and other options.

Note: Set Refresh Interval to at least 300 Minutes to prevent EEG page from refreshing during review.

9. Video and Connection Indication

Blue line below timeline indicates recorded video

10. TROUBLESHOOTING
If Persyst Mobile does not open/work on a given computer/ browser it may be due to the
computer. Trying another computer is always an option.
11. SUPPORT
Physicians Hotline is 800-464-5043
For IT help, please call 844-238-1966
To request a montage, please email dcoia@neurotecheeg.com

